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HOW TO CHOOSE MATTRESS

TIPS FOR USE AND MAINTENANCE OF MATTRESS

     Thanks to the modern way of production and the use of high quality raw materials from renowned world companies 
we are able to offer you mattresses with different properties and characteristics. It should also be taken into account 
for years, sex, health, weight, body temperature, sweating, etc. We advise you to always try the mattress before 
buying.
      Pay attention for a few things to the mattress with bonnell spring core, pocket core, latex or memory foam.
      Each of these materials differs in pressure and provides a different support to your body.
     COMFORT - it is achieved with different materials, eg. PU foam, latex or memory foam, and thanks to high-quality 
fabrics, the mattress becomes even more pleasant.
     PLEASURE - the mattress must be so spacious to provide enough space for free movement both for the individual 
and for partners. Pay attention to the interior dimensions of the bed. All given models of mattress can be made in all 
standard dimensions and dimensions according to customer's requirements.

     Always follow the manufacturer's instructions. Not every mattress is the same.
         - Good support: Ensure that your mattress has good, stable support for the entire mattress surface, choosing a 
quality foundation. If the mattress is placed on a substrate with hard or latoflex strips it is recommended that the 
maximum distance be 6 cm between the slats. It is mandatory to use two mattresses on the mat for a double bed 
consisting of two smaller latoflex substrates. The mattress must not bend or break.
           - Proper installation: Make sure your new mattress and bed base are positioned appropriately.
          - Turning: If the instruction does not specify otherwise, it is necessary to periodically turn your mattress in order 
to equalize the traces of lying and the mattress equally sprinkled. The mattress should turn in the direction of the 
head-foot and face-back. Handrails on the mattresses are used for positioning, not to carry a mattress.
        - Use a protective blanket or cover: Using a protective blanket or pillow, prolong the life of your mattress and 
prevent the appearance of dirt, allergens and moisture.
       - Ventilation: Ensure that the mattress has the best air circulation by selecting an adequate surface, regular 
turning and ventilating the room.
         - Cleaning: Keep your mattress clean. Do not use bleaches or cleaning products to clean it, as this may damage 
your mattress. If you are determined to remove stains, use a mild soap with a little cold water and rub it lightly.



About Vapeks company 

     The Vapeks company from Cacak, a member of                     group from Russia, is for  many years a 
leader in  the regionin  production  of all types of foam (Sky cell foam, memory foam, HR foam), and 
since 2010th year we began production of mattresses.
     We can boast a wide assortment and exceptional quality of our products.

   Our company consist a team of experts in the field of  production  technology,  organization and  
logistics, marketing and sales…We collaborate with doctors and  physiotherapists the most  known 
health  institutions in  Serbia and Russia.
    Continuously we test and  study the impact of our  products to  reduce  problems  with the spine, 
headaches and chronic fatigue. In this way we improve our products, and our customers further 
improve the quality of life.
               
                       mattress  brand is already recognized in  Serbia and the  region, and more importantly,  has 
ideal ratio of price and quality.

     Good image of our product contributes to:

      -The only one in the country we  have mattresses with MEMO COOL foam. Using this kind of 
mattress you will see that every part of your body during sleep has adequate support and assistance.
      - We offer our customers all types of foam / polyurethane mattress with profiled core and multi-zone 
effect.
      - good market coverage -                   brand can be found in all major furniture showrooms and “sleep” 
shops in the whole ex YU, and we are also present in the most demanding European markets such as  
Germany,  Greece, Italy, Switzerland, Russia, Bulgaria ...

   Depending on the specific market and the capabilities of our partners we create along with them 
adjusted assortment with our                     brand or according to our partners form a private label line.

     For us, cooperation does not stop  with first order. It only  begins at that  point and does not stop even 
when we ensure the best sale and provide a distinctive image in the market.



MEMO COOL FOAM
                
              Memo cool has a unique structure that is essential for healthy sleep, combines the unique anatomical support and comfort such 
as "Seventh Heaven". Memo cool suits for all ages, the body gives orthopedic support and helps preserve health. The top layer of the 
mattress where the memo cool has a cooling effect, reducing the burden on muscles and helps relaxation, does not work any pressure on 
the body.
             The foam itself has a "memory shape" effect, which guarantees exceptional comfort. Memo cool foam is the new technology of 
our company, which for 50% less collects the heat than the standard Memory foam.

The material that has an excellent property that collects less heat than the ordinary mattress with memory foam.
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3D thermosimulator shows that on the surface of orthopedic Memo Cool foam
collects less heat than a mattress with ordinary Memory foam

Mattress with the ordinary
Memory foam

Mattress on the base
Memo Cool foam
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FOAM MATTRESSES

       Foam mattresses are mattresses of new age.

     Depending on your need you can choose multiple combinations of composition of the core of 
foam mattresses.  We offer the softest to the hardest, also mattresses with memory foam inserts, 
HR foam or Eco latex on existing Sky cell foam.

      This composition will not allow development of bacteria, mold and mites on your mattress.



T-3550 foam
HR foam - medium hardness
Memo cool foam
Mattress ticking Tricover
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2

HR foam - extra firm hardness1

Removable cover with zipper:
- DREAMSOFSEAN canvas

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

        Mattress 
the temperature during sleep. The foam itself has a "memory 
shape" effect, which guarantees exceptional comfort.
     Memo cool foam is the new technology of our company, 
which for 50% less collects the heat than the standard Memory 
foam. In the lower part of the mattress there are 2 layers of the 
highest quality HR foam (HR35 and HR37) and EL35 foam layer, in 
order to better support the spinal column.
      Cashmere canvas, which has anti-bacterial and anti-allergic 
properties, will also provide additional comfort, it is pleasant to 

o
touch, washable at 40 .
        Designed for weighing over 130kg.

that has a Memo cool foam as a gel that regulates 

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.

Thickness 30 cm

APOLON

Coconut plate 1300g, both sides
Sky cell foam
Mattress ticking Tricover

3

4

2

Memory foam, both sides1

5 Removable cover with zipper:
- Garden canvas

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

            It is recommended for people who lead an active life.
         The mattress is specially designed to create conditions for 
comfortable sleep. The elastic level gives the mattress the 
participation of Memory foam, which is shaped towards your 
body and providing elastic support to the spine, while the Sky 
cell foam in the middle of the mattress gives support. It helps to 
relieve muscle from tension and improve morning well-being. 
Natural coconut fibers perfectly pass the air, allowing the skin to 
breathe.
     The mattress contains an overhead, which serves as 
protection when removing the wash cover due to washing.
           The cover is made from the canvas cloth, filled with koflin 

o
of increased density, washable at 40 .
            The mattress is designed for weighing over 130 kg.
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NATURAL

45

3
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HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

Thickness  22 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION
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2 HR foam - medium hardness
Memory foam
Mattress ticking Tricover

1 HR foam - extra firm hardness

Removable cover with zipper:
- Tencel canvas

2- Koflin 480g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

       A great choice of mattresses for active and energetic people.
     The mattress is made of the finest high-elastic foam, which 
are made up of open cells that allow air flow, making the sleeping 
area fresher and cleaner.
     On the surface is a layer of Memory foam, which adapts to 
your body and your movement. HR foam is characterized by 
exceptional orthopedic properties and is suitable for people 
with increased weight.
       The mattress cover is made of Tencel canvas, which has 50% 
more capacity to absorb moisture than cotton. It has a silky 
appearance, pleasant to touch, it does not crowd and prevents 
the appearance of mites and bacteria, it is recommended for 
people who have sensitive skin.
        The mattress is designed for up to 130kg weight.

2

2

5

HR foam - medium hardness
Mattress ticking Tricover

1 Sky cell foam

4 3D flange
Removable cover with zipper:
- POLUX BEKAERT canvas

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

       The mattress is made of a combination of two types of foam, 
on the one hand it is a soft Sky Cell foam 3236, and on the other 
HR foam 3040 with medium hardness. You can choose the side 
where you will sleep.
       The cover is designed with additional sideburns on the sides 
as a 3D net, which allows the mattress to breathe and creates a 
healthy climate during sleep, the cover has antibacterial 

o
properties, washable at 40 .
        Designed to weigh over 130kg.

Thickness 24 cm

BEST MEMORY H3

6

4 3

1

2

5

EXCLUSIV PLUS

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

Thickness 23 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.
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Profiled Sky cell foam
HR foam - medium hardness

Memory foam
Mattress ticking Tricover

4

5

3

2

1

Removable cover with zipper:
- Buhani canvas

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

     A mattress designed specifically for those who are not sure 
whether they like a hard or soft side to sleep, so they can rotate 
it.
       It is made of our best quality foam, the profiled Sky Cell foam 
in the central part, on the one hand is a Memory foam that is 
shaped and adapted to the body in warmth, which is a softer 
side, and on the other hand, the harder HR foam with high 
elasticity, which is made up of open cells that allow for an 
uninterrupted flow of air and make the surface fresher and 
cleaner.
     The cover is stitched with a higher density koflin and a retex, 
which creates additional comfort for the mattress. It has 

o
antibacterial and antiallergic properties, washable at 40 .
       The mattress is designed for up to 130kg weight.

2

3

4

1 Profiled Sky cell foam
Memory  foam
Mattress ticking Tricover

4 3

1

2

Removable cover with zipper:
- Stretch canvas 100% polyester, 170g/m

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

2

          In order to achieve a high level of comfort, a combination of 
two types of foam, a profiled Sky Cell foam and a cutting board 
Memory foam were used in this mattress. The mattress base has 
special cuts that allow the flow of air. Foam with a "memory 
shape" provides complete support for the spine, maintaining 
high sleeping strength.
          Suitable for people who like medium-hard mattresses.
     Canvas is gently on the touch, stretched with a koflin of 
increased density that creates additional comfort for the 

o
mattress. It has antiallergic properties, washable at 40 .
          Designed for weighing up to 90kg.

7

MAXI

Thickness 24 cm

Thickness 20 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.
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2
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Sky cell foam
Sky cell high elastic foam
Mattress ticking Tricover

4

1

2

34

Removable cover with zipper:
- Stretch canvas 100% polyester, 170g/m

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

2

         A compact model of mattress, suitable almost for everyone.
      The base of the mattress is an elastic Sky Cell foam, which 
creates the optimum conditions for supporting the spine in the 
right position. The soft surface of the soft foam has a slight effect 
of micro massage on the body, improving the functioning of the 
circulation system.

o
    The cover can be washed at 40 , has antibacterial and 
antiallergic properties.
         The mattress is designed for up to 90kg weight.

2

Sky cell foam1

This is how we pack the mattress

1

2

Non removable cover:
- Maxima canvas
- Peeling 1 cm

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

     The mattress is made of elastic anatomical foam. A special 
thick foam structure allows it to withstand heavy loads and 
quickly restores its shape after sleep.
      The cover is made of jacquard fabric, resistant to wear and 
friction, has antibacterial properties. Even after several years, 
the mattress retains its shape. It can be transported in a rolled 
state.
        The mattress is designed for up to 90kg weight.

SKY

8

ROLL UP

Thickness 20 cm

Thickness 16 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.
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2

2

Sky cell foam1

Non removable cover:
- Cvilih canvas 70,9% polyester,
   29,1% polypropylene
- Peeling 1 cm

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

       The mattress is designed from three types of high-quality 
foams, it belongs to a medium hard mattress.
        This mattress composition guarantees maximum comfort, 
because Memory foam is amortized between hard foam.
          The cover contains elastin, it is pleasant to touch. Increased 
density of koflin gives added comfort and softness. The cover is 

o
antiallergic and antibacterial, washable at 40 .
          The mattress is designed for up to 130kg weight.

          We recommend it to the younger population.
        The mattress Base has a height of 16cm, and the Base Plus 
mattress is 20cm high. Sky cell foam creates optimum conditions 
for supporting the spine in the right position.
      Non removable covers have antiallergic and antibacterial 
properties and with excellent ventilation the mattress core 
always remains clean and fresh.
          The mattress is designed for a weight from 40 to 90kg.

MEMFIS

3

5

6

2 Memory foam
Sky cell foam

Mattress ticking Tricover

1 Sky cell foam

Removable cover with zipper:
- Stretch canvas HP elastica

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 15g/m

4 Sky cell foam

9

1

2

3

4

56

BASE/BASE PLUS

Thickness 22 cm

Thickness 16/20 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.
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7-ZONE core

2

3

Elastic spring pocket core 7-ZONE
HR foam – medium hardness, both sides
Lateral reinforcement of Sky cell foam

1

4 Felt 800g, both sides
5 Non removable cover:

- Tencel canvas
2- Koflin 400g/m

2- Retex 17g/m

   The mattress is made of a 7-zone pocket core, where 
independent springs provide the proper spine and during the 
sleep allows you to enjoy a nice dream.
        Perfect for people who prefer medium-hard mattresses. The 
felt gives to mattress mild toughness, as well as lateral 
reinforcements. The HR elasticity foam layer gives the elasticity 
to the mattress, which enables the relaxation of the muscles.
    The cover is made of Tencel canvas which has 50% more 
possibilities to absorb moisture in relation to cotton. It has a silky 
appearance, pleasant to touch, it does not crowd, prevents the 
appearance of mites and bacteria, it is recommended for people 
who have sensitive skin.
        The mattress is designed for up to 130kg weight.

SPRING POCKET CORE MATTRESSES

AFRODITA

      The comfort that you deserve and the support that we desperately need.

    Mattresses with a core of elastic pocket springs will release you from pressure and alleviate 
muscle tension in the back. Following the latest world achievements for our customers, we also 
provide for you mattresses with 7-zone pocket core.

    Using this mattress, you will see that every part of your body during sleep have adequate 
support and assistance.

Thickness 28 cm

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

3

1

2

4

5
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Sky cell foam, both sides
Lateral reinforcement of Sky cell foam

1

3

4

8

Elastic spring pocket core
Sky cell foam, both sides
Lateral reinforcement of Sky cell foam

Mattress ticking Tricover7

Felt 800g, both sides

1

2

3

5

4
5

1

3

2

4
Non removable cover:
- Nehir canvas

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 15g/m

Removable cover with zipper:
- Aloe Vera canvas, 100% PES

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

     The mattress contains a pocket core with independent 
springs, which allow the correct position of the spine. It is 
specially designed for people who like the hard surface, which, 
besides the pocket core, includes felt and side reinforcements, 
as well as Sky Cell foam with increased hardness.
     The Nehir fabric contains 63% of cotton and a smaller 
percentage of polyester, it is pleasant to touch, it does not 
stretch. Additional comfort makes a koflin with increased 
density.
          Maintenance of the cover is done by means of cleaning the 
fabric according to the instructions.
           The mattress is designed for up to 130kg weight.

      of a 7-zone pocket core with 
independent springs, which adjust to each of your movements, 
but does not interfere with the other half during your 
movements.
             In addition to the felt, which provides additional strength, 
there is also an additional reinforcement from the coconut 
board, which depreciates the load. The lateral reinforcements of 
the raised density further reinforce it. Over all layers, the hard 
foam layer is reinforced with density, and on the one hand, the 
addition of Memory foam, which provides additional comfort.
         Fabric green Aloya is gentle on the touch, stitched with 

o
koflin and retex, washable at 40 .
             This model of mattress is also recommended for hotels.
             The mattress is designed for weighing over 130kg.

The mattress is made

GREEN PLUS

Coconut plate 1300g, both sides5

Memory foam2

Elastic spring pocket core 7-ZONE

8

3

1

2

4

5
6 Felt 800g, both sides6

7

DIANA

Thickness 26 cm

Thickness 24 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.
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WIRE SPRING CORE MATTRESSES

                 For all of you that prefer traditional solutions, we offer mattresses wit wire spring core. 
This composition will provide air circulation within the mattress.

                   Depending on the weight, springs will provide softer or harder base.

BONNELL
SPRINGS
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Bonnell spring pocket core with metal strips1

Sky cell foam, both sides
Lateral reinforcement of Sky cell foam

2

3

5

Bonnell spring pocket core
Sky cell foam, both sides
Felt 700g, both sides
Lateral reinforcement of Sky cell foam

2

3

4

5

1

4

5

3

1

2
Non removable cover:
- Cvilih canvas
- Peeling 1 cm

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Retex 17g/m

Non removable cover:
- Damask canvas

2- Koflin 400g/m
2- Retex 15g/m

     The ideal variant of Economy mattresses for home and 
cottage. The mattresses is with the classic Bonnell core with 
dependent springs.
      The soft and elastic Sky Cell foam easily supports regular 
loads and provides a comfortable rest after a busy day. Felt 
depreciates all loads, the sides are reinforced, which prolongs 
the life of the mattress.
          The canvas is Zakard, shaped with koflin, peeling and retex.
          The mattress is designed for up to 90kg weight.

   The comfortable model is built on the basis of dependent 
springs with additional flange reinforcement.
    The insulation of the upper layer from the spring substrate 
provides a coconut board that amortizes the load and is 
characterized by increased wear resistance and mechanical 
stress.
    The elastic foam supports the load and provides rest after a 
busy day, and the lateral reinforcements extend the durability of 
the mattress.
     Damask canvas, shaped with koflin, forms a comfortable 
surface, has antibacterial and antiallergic properties. The 
mattress also has additional airflow and handles for easy 
manipulation.
      The mattress is designed for up to 130kg weight.

FLEKS

Coconut plate 1300g, both sides4

3

4

5

2

1

FORMA

Thickness 24 cm

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ORTHOPEDIC

ANATOMIC

Thickness 22 cm



1

2
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1

2

       Child mattress with anatomical foam, which ensures the 
proper development of the spine of the child.
     Sky cell foam is a hypoallergenic material of the new 
generation, does not absorb moisture, smells and does not 
attract dust.

       Child mattress with anatomical foam, which ensures the 
proper development of the spine of the child.
     Sky cell foam is a hypoallergenic material of the new 
generation, does not absorb moisture, smells and does not 
attract dust.

Sky cell foam1

BABY FLEX

2 Non removable cover:
- Stretch canvas 100% polyester, 240g/m

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

2

BABY BASE

Sky cell foam1

2 Non removable cover:
- Stretch canvas 100% polyester, 240g/m

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

2

BABY MATTRESSES

     Due to the rapid growth, increased 
school and outdoor activities, your child 
needs quality sleep.
       Only thus will it provide the basis for 
the proper development of mind and body.

Thickness 16 cm

Thickness 12 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



Memory foam1

Profiled Sky cell foam2

         Children's mattress with anatomically profiled foam, which 
does not allow the baby to sweat, because the channels in the 
mattress allow the flow of air, the side sills are made of thick 
foam which does not allow children to be injured when lifting 
from the crib.
      Hypoallergenic material of the new generation does not 
absorb moisture, odors and does not attract dust, does not 
cause irritation.

o
           Removable cover is Frotir, washable at 40 .

          A baby mattress designed from a combination of two types 
of foam, claim the Sky Cell foam and Memory foam, which gives 
the baby extra comfort to make her sleep better.
      Hypoallergenic material of the new generation does not 
absorb moisture, odors and does not attract dust, does not 
cause irritation.

o
           The cover is removable and the wash is at 40 .

15

BABY ENERGY

Sky cell foam2

4 Removable cover with zipper:
- Stretch canvas 100% polyester, 240g/m

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

2

Mattress ticking Tricover3

Mattress ticking Tricover3

4 Removable cover with zipper:
- Frotir canvas

2- Koflin 150g/m
2- Spandbond 15g/m

1

4

2

3

1
2

4

3

Sky cell foam - extra firm hardness1

BABY JUNIOR

Thickness 11 cm

Thickness 11 cm

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

HYPOALLERGENIC

COVER

ACCELERATED

RELAXATION

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



Memory foam1

2

APPEARANCE OF DISASSEMBLED ARMCHAIR

1

2

AVAILABLE IN COLORS

Removable cover
- Decorative canvas
- Non-slip part on the bottom

:

MEMO FLOORCLOTH

16

Canvas eco leather1

2 Filling the polystyrene balls

AVAILABLE IN COLORS

Size:

SMALL - 2kg
MEDIUM - 3kg
LARGE - 4kg

LAZY BAG

Sky cell foam1

2 Removable cover with zipper:
- Stretch canvas

ARMCHAIR

Thickness 2 cm

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



Memory foam
2

1

1

2

Removable cover with a zipper with 3 sides:
- Stretch-Cashmere canvas, 9,6% Cashmere, 23% viscose,

2   67,4% polyester, 350g/m

17

      This model comes in a wrapped package, which makes it easy 
to get it from the salon. Anatomic Memory foam, 6cm high, is an 
elastic material that does not cause allergies.
      It is generally recommended for old beds and beds with hard 
surface, has a rubber band at the ends to be able to attach it to an 
existing bed or mattress.
     The cover as a massager relaxes the body, it is gentle on the 
touch and has antibacterial and antiallergic properties.

o
       The cover is removable, washable at 40 .

MEMO 6

MATTRESSES TOPPERS

       Enhance relaxation and sleep on existing mattresses.
 
       Comfort that you are not used to, and it will appear as if nothing has changed.

Thickness 6 cm

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



MEMO 4

1

2

This is how we packed the topper

1

2

Memory foam1

2 Removable cover with a zipper with 3 sides:
- Stretch canvas 96,7% polyester, 3,3% licra,

2   250g/m

    This model comes in a wrapped package, which makes it easy 
to get it from the salon. Anatomic Memory foam, 4cm high, is an 
elastic material that does not cause allergies.
     It is generally recommended for old beds and beds with hard 
surface, has a rubber band at the ends to be able to attach it to an 
existing bed or mattress.
    The cover as a massager relaxes the body, it is gentle on the 
touch and has antibacterial and antiallergic properties.

o
      The cover is removable, washable at 40 .

Hypersoft Sky cell foam1

2 Removable cover with a zipper with 3 sides:
- HP elastica canvas

Memo cool foam1

2 Removable cover with a zipper
- Memo cool canvas

:
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    This topper is recommended for beds that have a softer 
surface, so you want to get on firmness or from old mattress or 
bed get that new. The core is from Sky cell foam, 4cm high.
       The model comes in a wrapped package, which makes it easy 
to get it from the salon.
      The cover as a massager relaxes the body, it is gentle on the 
touch and has antibacterial and antiallergic properties.

o
        The cover is removable, washable at 40 .

        The model comes in a wrapped package, which makes it 
easy to get it from the salon.
         It is recommended for people who are too sweaty, has a 
rubber band at the ends to be able to attach it to an existing bed 
or mattress.
     The foam itself has a "memory shape" effect, which 
guarantees exceptional comfort. Memo cool foam is the new 
technology of our company, which for 50% less collects the heat 
than the standard Memory foam.

o
             The cover is removable and can be washed at 40 .

2

1

SOFT

MEMO COOL

Thickness 4 cm

Thickness 4 cm

Thickness 4 cm

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



Memory foam1

2

Profiled HR foam - extra firm hardness1

2

1

2

1

2

1

Removable cover with a zipper
- Canvas cotton 100%

2- Koflin 150g/m
- Retex

:

Removable cover with a zipper
- Tencel canvas

:

1 Non removable cover:
- Microfiber canvas

2- Koflin 150g/m
- Retex
- Saten paspul

MEMO SOFT
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       Slim dust protection and additional protection against dirt 
mattress, especially suitable for mattresses where the cover is 
not removable, also provides extra comfort.
     It is made of microfiber cloth, stitched with koflin, has a 
rubber band at the ends to be able to attach it to an existing 
mattress.
         Down blanket is washable at 40 °.

       A variant of topper with a 100% cotton canvas, which allows 
air flow and allows the skin to "breathe". Soft and comfortable, 
and the extra comfort makes koflin  stitched in canvas.
       Anatomic Memory foam, 3cm high, is an elastic material that 
does not cause allergies. The total height of the topper is 5cm.

o
       The cover is removable, washable at 40 .

      This model comes in a wrapped package, which makes it easy 
to get it from the salon. The topper is made of hardly profiled HR 
foam, which allows the flow of air through the channels. HR 
foam is an elastic material that does not cause allergies.
        It is generally recommended for old beds and beds with hard 
surface, has a rubber band at the ends to be able to attach it to an 
existing bed or mattress.
    The cover is made of Tencel canvas, gentle on the touch, 
possesses antibacterial and antiallergic properties and 50% 
better absorbs moisture from cotton.

o
        The cover is removable, washable at 40 .

40

QUILTED BLANKET

HR 4

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.

Thickness 5 cm

Thickness 4 cm



2

1

Shaped foamMemo cool 
Removable cover:
- Frotir canvas
Pillow dimensions:

2

1

      The pillow of Memo cool foam, which cools, has excellent air 
permeability, is designed for people who sleep on the abdomen.
       The cover is made of frotir, which has antiallergic properties, 
greatly absorbs moisture, reduces the growth and development 
of bacteria and mites.
      The pillow is not only soft, but also flexible, so that the head 
does not "sink" during sleep.

o
       The cover is washable at 40 , and the pillow core should only 
be ventilated.

MEMO COOL CLASSIC Shaped Memo cool foam
Removable cover:
- HP elastica canvas with 3D net

Pillow dimensions:

2

1

2

1

       The pillow of Memo cool foam, which cools, increases the 
lifespan of the product. Memo cool foam for 50% less collects 
heat than standard Memory foam, has good air permeability, 
keeps the head and neck in the correct position, eliminates the 
appearance of microorganisms, while the 3D net supports 
intense air flow.
         It is suitable for people sleeping on the back, on the side or 
on the abdomen.

o
          The cover has antiallergic properties, washable at 40 .

       Height of the pillow. If you prefer to sleep on the side, the height of the pillow should match the width of your shoulders. To determine 
the width of your shoulder, using our lantern, it is necessary to measure the segment from the point of the lower part to the shoulder point.
       The expert's recommendation is to sleep on the left. The lymphatic system plays a key role in the removal of "waste" and toxins from 
our system. Experts say most of the lymphatic system is located on our left side of the body, and sleeping on that side can help the body to 
process waste efficiently. Since the lymphatic system transports fat, proteins and other important substances to your tissue, lying on the left 
side allows your cells to get these substances faster.
          The left side of the heart receives blood from the lungs and pumps it into your body. That's why sleeping on the left side can help your 
heart to do your job better and more easily. When sleeping on the left side, gravity improves the function of your bloodstream.
     • For people who like to sleep on the side are suitable pillows of height of 10-14 cm - our recommendation in this case is Memriosan or 
Memo cool Classic, because these types of pillows will properly support the head and neck.
      • For people who sleep on the abdomen, pillows of at least height are suitable - our recommendation is the pillow Memo cool Contour.
      • For people who prefer to sleep on their back, pillows of 10-13cm are recommended - the pillow should be medium hardness and mostly 
Classic pillows.
      • For silicone-filled cushions, the recommendation is to change to 6 months, as they can form allergens and pathogens.
      • If the mattress is soft, then the pillow should be lower than when sleeping on a hard mattress.

How to properly choose a pillow ...

2

1

Shaped foamMemory 
Removable cover:

Pillow dimensions:

2

1

       To make sleeping as comfortable as possible and to provide 
optimum support for the head and neck, an anatomical pillow is 
designed to provide it. The pillow with the effect of "memory 
shape" gently adjusts to the individual characteristics of the 
body.
         3D net from the sides allow constant airing of the pillows.

o
      The cover has antiallergic properties, washable at 40 , and 
the pillow core should only be ventilated.

MEMORISAN
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- 31 x 46 cm
- 40 x 50 cm

60 x 40 x 12 cm

- 60 x 39 x 13 cm
- 60 x 39 x 11 cm
- 60 x 39 x 9 cm

2- Stretch canvas 100% polyester, 230g/m
- 3D net

MEMO COOL KONTUR

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.

PILLOWS
         Sleeping on pillows designed to easy awakening 
and long-term vitality.
    Hypoallergenic cover with woven Aloe Vera 
Extract stimulates the immune system and provides 
additional experience of freshness and relaxation.
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Milled foamSky cell 
Non removable cover:
- canvas 100%, with koflin i retexcotton 

Pillow dimensions:

3

2

Milled Memory foam1SWEET DREAM

    A soft and comfortable pillow will create the most comfortable 
sleeping conditions. The milled standard foam and milled 
Memory foam, evenly distributed inside the pillow, provide a 
pleasant elasticity. The cover contains natural cotton, which 
allows the flow of air and allows the skin to "breathe".
    The fabric has antibacterial properties and therefore does not 
allow the development of bacteria and mites.

o
     The pillow is washable at 40 .

- 40 x 60 cm
- 50 x 70 cm
- 60 x 80 cm

40

Silicon balls
Non removable cover:
- canvas HP elastica / mikrofiber

Pillow dimensions:

2

1

    The HP elastica fabric in the shape of a massager gently 
massages the head, and the silicone balls evenly distributed 
inside the pillow provide a pleasant elasticity. The other half of 
the cover is a microfiber fabric that breathes and ensures quality 
sleep even during the hottest or coolest nights.
       Fabrics possess antibacterial properties and do not allow the 
development of bacteria and mites.

o
       The pillow is washable at 40 .

40

Silicon

IQ SLEEP

Silicon balls
Non removable cover:

Pillow dimensions:

2

1SOFTY

      Perfect choice of pillows for people who prefer to sleep on 
the side. This pillow is an excellent example of the best 
combination of affordable price and high quality. It is stuffed 
with silicone balls that provide a pleasant sleep. The pillow is 
pleasant to the touch and creates the most comfortable sleeping 
conditions and everyday recovery.
        The cover is 100% cotton, has antiallergic properties.

o
        The pillow is washable at 40 .

- 40 x 60 cm
- 50 x 70 cm
- 60 x 80 cm

Silicon
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- canvas cotton 100%, with koflin i retex

KONTUR M/S
Shaped foamSky cell 
Removable cover:
- Polux canvas with 3D net

Pillow dimensions:

3

2

Shaped foamMemory 1

3

1

2

       The pillow consists of two types of foam, on the one hand, a 
foam with profiling, and on the other Sky Cell foam that makes 
excellent support. This carefully selected combination perfectly 
monitors the contours of the body, the pressure on the head and 
neck practically is not present, and also creates a complete 
environment for healthy sleep and quick recovery.
        3D net from the sides allow constant airing of the pillows.

o
      The cover has antiallergic properties, washable at 40 , and 
the pillow core should only be ventilated.

KONTUR M/HR
Shaped foamHR 
Removable cover:
- Polux canvas with 3D net
Pillow dimensions:

3

2

3

1

2

Shaped Memory foam1

       The pillow consists of two types of foam, on the one hand, a 
foam with profiling, and on the other HR foam that makes 
excellent support. This carefully selected combination perfectly 
monitors the contours of the body, the pressure on the head and 
neck practically is not present, and also creates a complete 
environment for healthy sleep and quick recovery.
         3D net from the sides allow constant airing of the pillows.

o
      The cover has antiallergic properties, washable at 40 , and 
the pillow core should only be ventilated.

- 50 x 70 cm
- 60 x 80 cm

- 31 x 46 cm
- 40 x 50 cm

- 31 x 46 cm
- 40 x 50 cm

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



Milled foamSky cell 
Non removable cover:
- Microfiber canvas, with koflin
Pillow dimensions:

3

2

FAMILY

      A soft and comfortable pillow for the whole family will create 
the most comfortable sleeping conditions. The combination of 
foam, evenly distributed inside the pillow, provides a pleasant 
elasticity. The pillow cover contains a microfiber, which allows 
the air flow and allows the skin to "breathe".
     The fabric has antibacterial properties and therefore does not 
allow the development of bacteria and mites.

o
     The pillow is washable at 40 .

Microfiber canvas, with koflin and retex

Blanket dimensions:

1

- 140 x 200 cm
- 160 x 200 cm
- 180 x 200 cm
- 200 x 200 cm

Silicon balls
Non removable cover:
- Microfiber canvas

Pillow dimensions:

2

1ECO

    A soft and comfortable pillow will create the most comfortable 
sleeping conditions. Silicone balls, evenly distributed inside the 
pillow, provide a pleasant elasticity. The pillow cover is made of 
microfiber cloth, which allows air flow and allows the skin to 
"breathe".
  Canvas is examined in accredited labs and has antiallergic 
properties.

o
    The pillow is washable at 40 .

- 40 x 60 cm
- 50 x 70 cm
- 60 x 80 cm

Silicon balls
Removable cover:
- Microfiber canvas, with koflin

Pillow dimensions:

2

1

      The pillow is filled with silicone balls, evenly distributed inside 
the pillow. The cover is a microfiber, antibacterial and  pleasant 
to the touch.
      3D net allows constant air flow.
     The cover is removable and in case your pillow is too high you 
can adjust the height of the pillow by removing a certain amount 
of silicone balls.

o
      The pillow is washable at 40 .

AIR

Milled Sky cell foam
Non removable cover:

Pillow dimensions:

3

2

HOLANDIJA

    It is recommended for people who like to change position and 
sleep on the side or on the back,because it can be adapted nicely, 
you can form it as you like and how comfortable it is for you.
  The pillow is filled with a combination of Memory foam and 
standard milled foam, evenly distributed in the additional 
memory peeling cover, which provides extra comfort and a 
better sleep.
  Canvas is examined in accredited labs and has antiallergic 
properties.

o
    The pillow is washable at 40 .

50 x 70 cm

- canvas cotton 100%, with koflin
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BLANKET

40

40

Silicon

40

- 40 x 60 cm
- 50 x 70 cm
- 60 x 80 cm

Silicon

- 3D net

Milled Memory foam1

- 40 x 60 cm
- 50 x 70 cm
- 60 x 80 cm

Milled Memory foam1

In accordance with the current needs of marketers and trends, the manufacturer reserves the right to replace the existing cover and stack with the appropriate one.



EXCEPTIONAL MATERIALS
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SKY CELL

POCKET SPRINGS

BONNELL COILS

7-ZONE CORE

MEMORY FOAM

ECO LATEX

HR (High Resilience) FOAM

COVERINGS

MEMO COOL FOAM

TENCEL

       The material has an excellent property that collects less heat than the ordinary mattress with memory foam. Memo cool has a 
unique structure that is essential for healthy sleep, combines the unique anatomical support and comfort such as "Seventh Heaven".
         Memo cool suits for all ages, the body gives orthopedic support and helps preserve health. The top layer of the mattress where the 
cool memo has a cooling effect, reducing the burden on muscles and helps relaxation, does not work any pressure on the body.

        COVERINGS are made of materials with special characteristics. You can select the cover with silver threads woven in, which 
accelerate relaxation of the whole body, or with extract of Aloe Vera, which boosts the immune system.

         This tried -and-true traditional  technology allows for  excellent ergonomic  characteristics  and the support the body needs for 
quality rest. Extra-firm mattresses are ecommended for people of greater body weight, making it easier to rise and preventing spinal 
problems.

         An exceptional material with improved characteristics as compared to natural latex. It has been proven to accumulate as much as 
three times less dust after long-term use than other materials used in mattresses.
           These exclusive properties are improved perforations that accelerates the flow of fresh air.

          Using unique technological solutions from BAYER we  have produced a  range of open-cell polyurethane foams – SKY CELL.
         It allows fresh air to  continually circulate  through the foam. Fumes do  not collect in the  foam, and microorganisms, dust mites 
and mould are unable to develop.

        A technology that allows the mattress to  adapt to the body and to  movements  during sleep. The  luxurious sense of relaxation is 
made a ll the greater by the feeling of freshness, made possible by the permeable materials used, which not only provide comfort, but 
cleanliness too, with no retention of smells or fumes.

         A material offering an exceptional balance between firmness and adaptability –  the ideal support for the body for the perfect rest. 
It gives slowly as you lie down and gently lifts you when you get up. A unique experience in sleeping comfort.

   Pocket spring core is for people that demand high level of comfort  and anatomical  support. Mattresses with such
structure are suitable for people with sensitive spine, as well as people that mostly sleep on side.
    With 7-ZONE core, softest spots of mattress are the ones that are under our  shoulders and hips, so spine is in natural
position.

    A material that was devised in the laboratories of  NASA in order to  provide maximum  comfort and protection during
space flights. The special features of memory foam allow it to adapt ideally to the body when resting. When you get up,
memory foam returns to its former shape.
       Commercial use of this remarkable material has started  thirty years ago, when it became the symbol of a very healthy and relaxing 
sleep.

        Quality Tencel antibacterial fabric prevents the development of mites and microorganisms. Tencel is biodegradable, renewable and 
environmentally friendly textiles made from tiny threads of natural cellulose fibers. It is characterized by exceptional softness and silky.
       It is very resistant, sturdy and durable, can be washed by hand and machine. It is characterized by great transparency and ability 
moisture absorption. It has a 50% greater capacity of absorption of moisture than cotton. Tencel even prevent the occurrence of mites 
and bacteria, therefore recommended for people with sensitive skin.



CERTIFICATES
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CertiPUR RECOGNITION OF APPROVAL

•
This is to attest that the legal entity: metist Ltd.

RIF A
2 Pyatyletki str.

140730 Roshal, Moscow Region
Russia

• • ••• • • • •• •• • •• • •• • •• • •• • • •••• • •• • •• • •••• ••• • ••• •• •• ••• • ••• •• •• ••• • • ••• •• • • •
• • • ••• • • • • •••• • • •••• • •••• • • •

The label is applicable to the following families of foams: 

Standard Ether Foams
High Resilience Foams

Visco-Elastic Foams

manufactured or sold for which Europur has provided the authorisation to use the 
CertiPUR label and which fulfil the requirement s of the CertiPUR standard with 

regard to the limit values of substances by measurement and prohibited 
substances by declaration

Application N°: C-RU-1206-730-0195
Original Label Approval: 23 October 2012
Current Label: 23 October 2012
Label Expiry: 23 October 2015

Issued by Secretary General Europur:Dr.Axel Kam prath
Europur –AISBL –European non-profit association of PUR foam blocks 
manufacturers www.europur.org

FACULTY OF FORESTRY- BELGRADE

TÜV RHEINLAND

swereaIVF

OEKOTEX 100 CERTIFICATE

CertiPUR

    Faculty of Forestry of Univesity of Belgade, at the request of the company Vapeks doo, control the quality of

each mattress produced under the brand S Dream. This establishes that all materials used by us are not harmful

to human health does not work any pressure on the body.

     Independent laboratory that uses randomly  chooses sample of  sponge or foam  (which can later be found in

the final product), determines the level of damage to human health.

           Certificate is primarily intended for European manufacturers of foam.

    All fabrics are produced in specialized factories in Belgium and Italy, and have the prestigious European

certification Oeko-Tex  100 - proof of regular check safety materials.®

    This certificate confirms that the content of substances in our  foam is acceptable and not harmful to the

human health.

           In this lab, we tested the loss of hardness of foam, during use.

    We also tested whether the foam loses its thickness due to the use. All analyzes have shown that our foam

retain the characteristics of which are produced.



Konjevici b.b. 32212 Preljina, Cacak
+381 32 5.377.050, +381 32 5.377.051

office@sdream.rs
www.sdream.rs


